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Abstract—The connection of precast concrete with steel bar can be strong if there is no slip between each other. Need a good 
development length and  grouting to improve bond strength between concrete and steel bar. The slip behavior can be obtained 
with experimental testing in laboratory or making simulation modeling using software. This paper conducted by software 
simulation approach to compare the laboratory experiment. The methods of research are divided in two steps, first step is to 
find out the bond strength between concrete and steel bar using Masterflow 810 grout and the second step to find out the failure 
pattern of specimens. The result is the bond strength of the specimen models using Masterflow 810 was 6,292 MPaand  the 
bond strength of the specimen models without  Masterflow 810 was 6,223 MPa. The result of the development length of the 
specimen models using Masterflow 810 was 193,434 mm and  the development length of the specimen models without  
Masterflow 810 was 194,662 mm. Average development length of first step result was 200 mm (ld). The failure pattern of three 
models variation, less than ld (120 mm and 160 mm), equal to ld (200 mm), and more than ld (260 mm). The result of the 
failure pattern is the steel bar reach yield condition. There were two types failure, they are: yielding and  broken at steel bar. 
The results of specimen models output were well matched with the experimental investigation. The greater the development 
length, the better the bond strength will be. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The one method of precast concrete connection is 
overlapping reinforcement embedded in concrete. The 
needs of development length should be calculated to 
avoid the collapse of the connection. The connection to 
be strong if there is no slip between the steel 
reinforcement in concrete. The slip can be found 
because the bond between the concrete and 
reinforcement is not good and development length (ld) 
of reinforcing not give the impact to the length. 
Development length requirements needed to obtain 
sufficient shear resistance between reinforcing bars to 
concrete in order for a good the bond between the 
components [1]. 
The bond strength is the shear stress on the surface of 
the concrete, cause the load transfer between 
reinforcing bars and concrete around it. The bond 
distributed effectively, and allows two materials to 
form a composite structure. The relation between the 
bond stress and the development length presented in 
eq. 1-3 [2] [3]. 
 

 
 
Annotation:  
T = tension force (N), A = section area of reinforcing 
bar (mm), ld = develpment length  (mm), db = diameter 

of reinforcing bar (mm), fs = stress of reinforcing bar 
(MPa), µ = bond stress (MPa).  
 
II. METHODOLOGY 
 
This research makes the model simulation of precast 
concrete and reinforcing bar using monotonic pull out 
test is then compared with the results of laboratory 
investigation. The study was conducted two stages, the 
aims of the first stage determine the behavior of  the 
concrete with steel deform to be known the bond stress 
and development length (ld). The specimens used 
cubes 200 × 200 × 200 mm, the compressive stress of 
concrete (f’c) 30 MPa. To embed the precast concrete 
with bar using grouting masterflow 810, as a 
comparison was made the specimens of the monolith 
concrete with steel bar. The reinforcement using 
diameter steel bar 10 mm and grade 50.The 
compressive stress of grouting masterflow 810 about 
60 MPa.Test equipment used is Universal Testing 
Machine (UTM).  The experiment in laboratory use the 
testing of monotonic pull out refer to ASTM 
234-91a[4]. The modelling specimens using ABAQUS 
[5]. The objective of the second stage to identify the 
failure pattern based on the stress value. The variation 
of development length specimens is less then 20 % ld 
and 40% ld, equal ld, and more than 30% ld. 
 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1The Bond Stress and the Development Length 
The results of stage 1 are the bond stress and the 
development length is presented in Figure 1 and 2. The 
ratio of  bond stress the modeling of monolithic 
specimens with experimental results is 1,03, while the 
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developmentlength  is 0,97. The bond stress ratio of the 
modeling of grouting specimens with experimental 
results is 1.004, while the development length  is 
0,996. The bond stress ratio of the specimens  using 
grouting for modeling toward experimental results is 
1,004, while the developmentlength  is 0,996. The 
results indicate bond stress of the modeling less than 
experimental specimens, but it's not significant. 
 

 
Figure 1.  The comparison of the bond stress of experimental 

and modeling 
 

 
Figure 2.  The comparison of the development length of 

experimental and modeling 
 

3.2 The Failure Pattern of The Specimen to the 
Development Length 120 mm(<40% ld) 
The specimens in the second stage consist the concrete 
monolith with development length of steel bars 120 
mm (Ma) and precast concrete using grouting with 
development length of steel bars 120 mm (MFa). The 
identification results of the Ma specimens suffered  
steel bar elongation up to 2,4 mm at a maximum load 
of 32840 N. Steel bar of MFa specimen occurred 
elongation of 0,882 mm at the load 34250 N and yield 
steel bar while the load reaches 37000 N.  Both the 
specimen doesn't slip between the steel reinforced with 
concrete and grouting. The Determination of the 
concrete failure  while the concrete splitting of 0,25 to 
2,5 mm.  The failure of Ma specimens occurred on the 
load 4860 - 32840 N and MFa specimens on the load 
5770-39710 N. The failure pattern of  the modeling and 
experimental specimens are presented in Figure 3 - 4. 

 

 
Figure 3.  The failure pattern of  monolith concrete specimen 

embedded 120 mm (Ma) 
 

 
Figure 4.  The failure pattern of  concrete using grouting 

specimen embedded 120 mm (MFa) 
 
The results of experiments in monolith specimen 
indicate the failure pattern same asspecimen modeling, 
no steel reinforcement has been damaged. Figure 2a 
presents a pattern of failures that the modeling results 
have not yet reached the steel tensile stress. The results 
of specimen modelling using grouting (Mfa) little 
different to the experiment. The MFa modeling shows 
the steel bar has not been broken because maximum 
stress in the specimen is still under the tensile stress 
while the steel bar of experiment specimen is broken. 
 
3.3 The Failure Pattern of The Specimen to the 
Length Development 160 mm(<20% ld) 
The results of the identification of failure patterns the 
modeling of monolith specimen with steel bar 
embedded in concrete 160 mm (Ma) is occurring 
elongation of 0.699 mm at load 36630 N. The 
specimen with grouting and reinforcing bar embedded 
in the concrete of 160 mm (MFb) have elongation of 
2.89 mm at load 35820 N. Steel bar in specimen Mb 
was yield at loading 36630 N, while the specimen MFb 
until the yield point at loading 37790 N. The two kinds 
of specimen do not slip between the steel bar with 
concrete and grouting. Determination of the concrete 
failure when the concrete split of 0.25 to 2.5 mm. The 
failure of the specimen Mb to load ranges 5200-35640 
N while the failure the loading specimen MFb about 
6450-33920 N. The failure pattern of modelling  and 
experimental specimen presented in Figure 5-6. 

 

 
Figure 5.  The failure pattern of  monolith concrete 

specimen embedded 160 mm (Mb) 
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Figure 6.  The failure pattern of  concrete using grouting 

specimen embedded 160 mm (MFb) 
 
Mb and MFb modeling indicate reinforcing bar not 
broken yet because the maximum stress has not yet 
reached the steel tensile stress. The experimental 
results, both grouting and monolith specimen have 
broken on the steel bar. 
 
3.4 The Failure Pattern of The Specimen to the 
Development Length 200 mm(= ld) 
The pattern of damage to the specimen of monolith 
modeling with reinforcing bar embedded in concrete = 
200 mm (Mc) has an elongation of 12,30 mm on the 
load 40590 N. The specimen using grouting with 
reinforcing bar embedded 200 mm (MFc) has an 
elongation average 3,04 mm on load 35780 N. The 
reinforcing bar of Mc specimen was yield on load 
37900 N, while the steel bar of MFc specimen didn't 
yield. The both specimens don't slip between the steel 
bar with concrete and grouting. The failure of the Mc 
specimen to load ranges 21450-40590 N while the 
failure the loading specimen MFc about 4680-35780 
N. The failure pattern of modelling and experimental 
specimen presented in Figure 7-8.   

  

 
Figure 7.  The failure pattern of  monolith concrete specimen 

embedded 200 mm (Mc) 
 

 
Figure 8.  The failure pattern of  concrete using grouting 

specimen embedded 200 mm (MFc) 
 
The results of Mc and MFc modeling have steel bar not 
broken (Figure 8 and 9) because the maximum stress 
has not reached the steel tensile stress yet.The 
experimental results, both grouting and monolith 
specimen have broken on the reinforcing bar.  

3.5 The Failure Pattern of The Specimen to the 
Development Length 260 mm(>30% ld) 
The analysis results of the two types of specimen: (1) 
monolith  specimen with reinforcing bar embedded  
260 mm (Md) and  (2) the grouting specimen with steel 
bar embedded 260 mm (MFd) indicate that the Md 
specimen has an elongation of 1.,83 mm on the load 
35960 N and MFd specimen has an elongation average 
3,49 mm on load 33880 N. The reinforcing bar of Md 
specimen reaches to yield on 33800 N of loading, 
while the MFd didn’t yield yet. Both of the Md and 
Mfd specimen have not slip. The Md specimen failure 
found at 10740-35960 N load and the failure of spe 
cimen MFD between 3950 - 33800 load N. The failure 
pattern modelling and experimental specimen 
presented in Figure 9 - 10. 
 

 
Figure 9.  The failure pattern of  monolith concrete specimen 

embedded 260 mm (Md) 
 

 
Figure 10.  The failure pattern of  concrete using grouting 

specimen embedded 260 mm (MFd) 
 
The steel bar of Md and MFd modeling specimen 
didn’t yet broken where the maximum stress didn’t yet 
reach the tensile stress of steel. The experimental 
result, the reinforcing bar of monolith specimen didn’t 
yet broken too, but the grouting specimen was broken. 
Based on the second stage result, the specimen with 
development length 120 – 160 mm compared  200 – 
260 mm have the pull out loading lower, either on term 
of the concrete failure or the condition of yield steel bar. 
This is indicated the development length is greater, the 
bond strength is better. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The comparison of bond stress between modeling with 
experiments have no significant difference. This is 
shown on the modeling results with experimental ratio 
for the monolith specimen of bond stress of 1,03 and 
the specimen of bond stress using grouting 1,004. The 
ratio of the development length of the monolith 
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specimen between modeling with experimental of 0.97 
and the ratio of the development length of the 
specimen using grouting between modeling with 
experimental of 0,996. 
The length development of the required reinforcing bar 
in concrete precast using grouting with Masterflow 810 
and the monolithic concrete specimen from 
experimental and modeling results are the same size, 
no more than 200 mm. The development length of the 
steel bar in concrete grouted has the same good 
performance as monolithic concrete, so they use of 
grouting can be applied to the connection between 
concrete with reinforcing bar. 
The pattern of failure that occurs in modeling of the 
specimen with  the development length of 120 mm and 
160 mm have not broken and did not slipped, in 
contrast to the experimental results that show the 
results that have reached the yield point. The pattern of 
failure to the modeling of the specimen with a length of 
200 - 260 mm did not reach the yield point to a load of 
more than 36500 N and the reinforcing bar reaches the 
yield condition when the concrete crack reaches 0,25 
mm, it is similar to the experimental results. The 

greater the development length, the better the bond 
strength that occur.. 
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